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This studv aims to ascertain the "effectiveness- and "personal____  1-----
uses** of Notehand.
Students of six classes taught during the years 1962-6$ at!
Bishop Du ourg High School, 3t|. Louis, Missouri, were contacted and] 
•equested to complete questionnaires which furnished the data. 0f| 
he 1^9 students invited tc participate, 1^7 replied.
Tabulations were made si replies were received, and an analysis! 
i egan when 93.6 per cent of the questionnaires were returned!.
The findings of| the study were converted into tables showing 
the positive and negative responses to each question fbr each academic 
ear, and the percentage for all years combined. A sampling of nega-| 
live, positive, and suggested comments of| students alsjo appears.
This survey indicated that 88.? per cent df the students reply^ 
ing use Notehand, while 11.3 per cent do not use ill.
Based on the findings, the writer concluded that Notehand is| 
meeting the needs of the students. Therefore, it being taught effec-l 
tivelv and is reaching the focal objective, which is: taking meaningful 
and useful notes. However, there is need to extend the experiences oft 
using N’otehandj.





with) objectives and values o' al
?. Continue offering thej course to juniors and seniors)






Provide more currentl topics for notemakimT purposes! 
Engage more lecturers)
Pilot a "B-track" class for two semesters to enable 
students to gain more experiences with Notehand and
notemaking




The ability to write notes rapidly is a skill which has been) 
valuable to man throughout the) centuries. "Shorthand is an art dating 
back about two thousand yearaj; allusions _toJ it exist in the Biblel."^
Over these centuries, many systems have been introduced, such as|s 
Byromj, Gabelsberger, Gregg, Groot^, Paris, Pitman, Gtolze-Schreyj,
Tiroj Speedwa, Rubicam, and Thomas Natural).
The objective of a shorthand course; is to prepare students for) 
a vocation— a stenographer, a secretary, or a reporter; whereas a system] 
developed ^o give an individual a writing skill for personal use is| 
Notehand. A major objective of the Noteh&nd course is to assist people, 
personally], to take meaningful and useful notes especially during] 
lectures and discussions].
In order] to meet the demand imposed on students and professional 
people today, they must be able to avail themselves of all possible! 
information which will promote the exchange of ifteas; hence, valuable! 
curricular constituents must be offered] in an attempt to accomplish] 
this.
Reading, writing], listening, and analyzing increase knowledge.] 
As writing is of paramount importance, brief writing for personal use)
^Hans Glatte, Shorthand Systems of the Woi»ld (New York); 
Philosophical Library, 1959), p. 59»
PIbid,), (plates between pages T2 and 33il«
1
2
is, indeed, an effective "first step" on the ladder to scholastic! 
achievement!.
A thought-provoking statement relative to the foregoing is made] 
by Leslie ir) the following excerpt):
The college students in many high school follow-up surveys 
indicate that the one thing they would have liked, but didn’t 
get in high school is help with how to take notes. Gregg Notehand
and the carefully integrated series of lessons on how to take 
notes could easily work a,revolutionary improvement in the work 
done by college students.
Rivlin verifies the fact tha!t writing is an asset in learning}
when he states!: "The very act of writing down things to remember will).
reduce yourj likelihood of forgetting."^
The difference between personal and vocational shortharid is
very aptly given by Aitieri in the following quotation}:
for personal use has 
shifting information
Vocational shorthand) instruction aims toward verbatim record-! 
ing and transcription of what has been said; whereas shorthand)
its specific objective giving training ini 
heard or read so that} only the "meat") of it 
is recorded— and in a form that makes transcription unnecessary. 
Furthermore, notes taken through the verbatim training of voca­
tional instruction are bound to be taken so fully that they 
become cumbersome and lose their efficiency in a personal-use 
situation. Moreover, the vocationally trained student is (dis­
couraged from having any longhand interspersed with his shorthand 
notes; whereas in personal-use shorthand|training it is specifi­
cally intended that longhand be used in the-insertion of subject 





Leslie, "Teaching differences between Shorthand and] 
American Business Education], XVII, No. 2, (I960), 70
Rivlin, Improve Your Learning Ability (Chicago: 
Associates, Inc., 1955^, p. 37.
Virginia F. Aitieri, "Personal-use Shorthand? Yes— the 
Laboratory Way," Business Education World, XVII (June, 1963)* 13.
3
Statement of the Problem
The effectiveness of any course must be constantly evaluated)* 
Since Notehand is a relatively new course in the American educational! 
experience, there is, therefore, still greater need for a study to| 
determine the value of the course 1
Pertinent questions uppermost in the mind of researchers making 
a study of a course taught are|:
How effective has been the method of teaching?
Has the focal objective been reached?
Has the course met the needs of the students?
In what ways could the course be improved?
Need of the Study!
Notehand has been an elective at Bishop DuBourg High School) 
since January, 19^1. Approximately! two hundred students have complete^ 
this course. In order to determine the value of the Notehand course] 
taughjt at Bishop DuBourg High School, the follow-up study has been mad<^. 
This procedure has been commented upon by Iliff, as follows):
The follow-up study, with all its limitations, may result in 
a worth-while snail sca^e contribution to business education if 
it is carefully and systematically conducted. Although the con­
clusions drawn and the recommendations offered will, in many 
instances, be applicable only to a single institution, neverthe­
less, the values realized may be of more practical worth than 
studies of wider scope. \
Another statement which indicates the value of a follow-up 
study has been made by Homar):
Any program of education should be evaluated periodically).
A follow-up study . . .  in the business education program is]
Nation*
Kathryn M. H i ff, "The Fcllow-up Study in Business Education," 
Business Teachers Education, Bulletin 66 (1957)il Association of
!iL_
usually made for several reasons . . . .  Information can be 
obtained which will be helpful in improving the business educa­
tion program, the teaching techniques, . . . Another important 
reason for the follow-up is to prove to administrators, guidance
counselors, parents, and businessmen the purposes of ^usiness___
education in relation to the total area of education.
Relative] to the teaching of all| abilities of students, the)
S3me author reports:
According to John B. Conant’s study of the critical problem 
facing American high schools today, we in education should be 
concerned specifically with meeting the objectives of a compre­
hensive high school education. These objectives include: First, 
to provide a general education for all future citizens; second, 
to provide satisfactory programs for those whose vocations will 
depend on their subsequent education in a college or a university; 
and third, to provide good elective programs for thoge who wish to 
use their acquired skills immediately on graduation.
The second! class of students mentioned has been the type of 
student normally enrolled in a Notehand course. College-bound students] 
should find the art of taking notes very helpful to success iq 
scholastic work!
It has been the hope] of the researcher thdt through this survey] 
the problem: "How effective] is Gregg Notehand?" will be partly solved]. 
The valuable information obtained will be shared with teachers, coH 
ordinators, and thel administrators of Bishop DvjiBourg High School, and] 
other persons in the academic field. This information will also bd 
helpful to teacher-teducators in alerting them as to "how valuable'J 
\.he course has beert.
Follow-up studies have been made in other schools and thereby 
students were given an opportunity to express their opinions. Through] 
such studies, the merits or demerits of a course have been brought to
7John C. Roman, "What Business Teachers Should Learn from a 
Follow-up Study," Business Education Forum. XIV (December, 1959), 17.
8
5
light. As a moife vivid picture has been furnished the educator and the[ 
school, the result of such studies has been a better educational program.] 
Thus, future students have been equipped with the additional armor needed] 
to meet the challenges confronting them in this] "technological age]."
Delimitations of the Study
Students of the first Notehand class and a summer-school class] 
werejicft included in this survey, as the researcher wasji^t the in­
structor in both instances. Former students who woijld be high-school 
seniors, but transferred to another school] or moved, were also nqt 
contacted.
This survey was lirai».ed to a follow-up study of only the former] 
Notehand students of Bishop DuBourg High School, St. Louis, Missouri, 
for the academic years, 19b2, 19b3, 19^^, and 19651 It was felt that 
responses of students who had a Notehand course during one o|f thesel 
four consecutive years would provide sufficient data for the purpose] 
of this study.
Definition of Special Terms)
As applied to this study, the] following terms are defined|;
1. Gregg Notehand— a phonetic symbol writing system, basically] 
the Gregg Shorthand alphabet, which enables one] to take potes at ai 
greater speed and results] in more meaningful and useful notes\
2. Notemaking|— a skill which permits one to take notes in an] 
orderly fashion], thus allowing the individual to obtain the "meat" jxfj 
the lecture! or discussion— a great aid to learning^
6
3. Co-ordinator— assistant principal who supervises an^ 
cares for the needs of students on one particular grade leve^. 
k. Track-A Student— a student of superior ability.
5. Track-B Student— a student of average ability*
Organization of the Studjj
This study consist^ of five chapters. Chaptler I contains the> 
"Introduction," "Statement of the Probieri," "Needl of the Study,11 
"Delimitations of the Stud^," and "Definition of Special Terns!.11
Chapter II deals with a "Review of Related Literature 
Chapter III gives a description of the "Procedures" followed in thle 
survey, while Chapter IV reports th)e "Findings" of the study. Thej 
last Chapter contains the; "Summary," "Conclusions," and also the 
"Recommendations."
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
A review of literature in the field of follow-up studies 
indicated it was essential to review the probier; of the survey). The 
objective of this survey was to determine "effectiveness" of the 
Notehand course and "personal usesl" of Notehand. To accomplish this
purpose}, ihe researcher consulted articles and books writtenl by busi-
ness education leaders and authorities in research, as well as articled
and theses on ioliow-up studies previously made).
9The results of a survey made by Dean revealed the following}
% Yes % No
1. Do you consider Notehand a valuable part of
your high school education?|.. . .  . . .
2. Would you. choose Notehand again as a high
school elective?







situation call for using 
Notemaking skill? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do you use Notehand in a job situation? . . . .
Do you use Notehand for personal use; e.g., 
messages, meetings, etc.? . . . . . . . . . .
Are you finding more opportunities) to use
Notehand? , , I  ̂  ̂ I , . . . . ............
Do you ever review your Notehand theory? . . .
Are you continuing to use your Notehand? . . .
Is a knowledge of Notehand valuable to you? , .
Would you recommend Notehand to high school 
students? .. ........  . . . . . . . . . . .
Has Notehand been valuable to you in your work?
Have you taken notes for classes in Notehaiid? .
Have you used Notehand in preparing outside 
reading assignments?; . . . . . . . . . .
97 Alma Dean, "Do Students Make Use of Their Notehand?" 

























Do you use your Notehand notes to help you review 
Have you found the instruction in Notehand on how
to study valuable? . . . . .  ........  . . . .
Have your study habits improved as a result of| 
your Notehand course? . . . . . . . . . . . .
Are you better able to jorganlze your work since!
taking Notehand? ........................  . .
Has Notehand helped you in other subjects? . . . 
Are you more capable of recording ideas rather 
than words of a sneaker since you completed
NotehancjT? . . . . .............. ..
Do you feel that Notehand has made the transition 
from high school to college and/or to life 
situations easier for you? ..................
?









replied (a high return of 83 per cent). Of the 90 respondents, 7^ 
made additional comments which were very enthusiastic. A dozen oointpd 
out, the course as "invaluable),” "the best high school course I ever had," 
or "the only course that prepared me for college)." Nine thought the 
course should be required; 7 felt the student instruction was good; and 
7 indicated the course should) take two semesters to enable the students 
to become more proficieht.^
A few specific comments appearing in Dqan's survey were:
1. I feel that Notehand has helped me a great deall in college.
I also feel that I didn't have enough Notehand. I think all 
college-bound students should take Notehand, but I think they 
should be able to take it for a full year. I have used 
Notehand much more than I expected, and it has helped me a 
great deal in my science lecture course . . . .  Thanks for 
all the help in study habits.
2. I think that the actual Notehand hasn't helped a lot but the 
part of the coy^se on good study habits should be emphasized 
more and more. 2
IQIbid.. 24. 
U Ibidw. 28. 
12IbidJ, 28,
3. In mv opinion Notehand should be taught in Freshman year of 
high school for the ouroose of teaching the Freshmen how to 
studv. When a student reaches his junior or senior vear ir 
high school he has already formed the study habits that will 
be taken to college with him. 3
Another Interesting survey was madej involving 9 public high! 
schools in Florida. This study wasj conducted by XI Chapter of Delta Pi 
Eosilon^^ to determine how manv graduates were actually using Notehand.
Replies were received from 50.65 per cent of the students contacted.
The findings were as follows!:
College and University Students . . . .
Non-College Students ................
High School Students . . . . . . . . .
Total Replies Received . ..........
College Students
Notehand helped grades . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Notehand course worthwh e . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Advised other coilege-r eparatory students to take
Notehand . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..........  , . . .
Various comments made oy ..................... .. . . .
Non-College Students
Used Notehand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plan to use Notehand later in college . . . . . . . . .
Notehand helped their grades (in high school) . . . . .
Notehand course worthwhile . . . .  ..................
Advised others to take Notehand . . . . .  ............
High School Students
Little use mace of Notehand........ . ...............
Notehand was helping grades . . . . . .  ..............
Notehand course worthwhile . . . . . . .  ............

















A survey of former Notehand students} was completed by Malone 
of Niles low^ nip High School East, Skoki^, Illinois. There were
13Ibld.. 29.
^"Delta Pi Ensilon Surveys Notehand," Business Teacher. XLII 
(Seotember-October, 196*0, 3^.
10
150 opinionnaires mailed and replies were received from 105. Ninety-| 
seven of these respondents weife doing college work; while 8 of them haĉ  
received no post-high education. The 105) respondents indicated that
they read their old notes. 15
Comments of a corrective nature were made concerning the teaching) 
presentation of the Notehand course, such as more drilling of vocabularyj 
and use of the chalkboard. Similar positive and negative comments of] 
other studies weife also included in Malone"s survey|.
Malone's thesis revealed the following specific uses ofj 
Notehand for students pursuing) further educatiori:
Post-High Education
Occasionally Seldom NeverFrequently
Lectures . . . . . . . . .
Personal notes . . . . . .
Individual reference work
Sough drafts.......... .
Speech work . . . . . . .






















Themes . . 33 17 Ik
Telephone conversations . 2k 13 & kl
Shopping lists . . . . . .  20 12 7 kS
Peports 6 5 kl
Minutes 9 k 32
Corresponde nee ..........  10 6 5 52:
Other uses . . . . . .  k - -
Vocational use . . . . . .  3 — •»
Specific uses of Notehand by students who did not continue their)
education after hi.
ije
were! reported by Malone^ as follows:
Gordon A. Malone, "A Follow-up Study of the I960-1962 Notehand 
Graduates of Niles Township High School East, Skokie, Illinois." t'npub- 








Frequently Occasionally Seldom Never1
Telephone conversation^ . e 5 2 1 MO
Vocational use . . . . . 3 1 1 3
Personal notes ........ ♦ 2 ? 2 1
Shopping lisl_s_ . . . . . * 1 5 2 -
Lectures * * « * « • • « • - 1 5 2
Individual reference work * - 1 k
Themes . . . . . . . . . - 1 *X 6
Reports . . . . . . . . . - 1 1 k
Speech work] ,  ........... - - 2 5
Rough drafts .......... ~ - 2 5
Outlines . . . . . . . . * - - 1 6
Correspondence . . . . . • - - 7
Minutes . . . . . . . . . * 5.
The findings of a Notehand follow-up conducted by , I8?larkson whiclj









[study from original notes taken during] a lecture orr
discussion— transcribe notes at the 
longhand— before study takes place] 
Do you think the sections in Notehand
been of value to you? . ........
Somej? ........ ................
typewriter or in 




Do you use Notehand in taking lecture notes?] . .
Do you use Notehand for library or research work?
Any other uses? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
How much Notehand do you use?
Brief forms and small words? . . . . .  ..............  . 95
Other, longer words? . . . .  ..............  ..
If you use Notehand for lecture notes, do you study 





Clarkson reported additional remarks offered by former students}:
1. Notehand showed me how to outline and cake notes. This knowledge! 
is essential. 1
Mary Lou Clarkson, "At Morgantown High School," Business Teacher.] 
XLIII (March-April, 1966) 13.
19Ibid.
12
2 . It was very helpful in many respects. It is invaluable for on- 
the-spot notetaking from fast-talking lecturers. College lec- 
turers speak although they are sure everyone knows Notehand;| 
I'm glau I do.*"
3. It has helped in getting down more information from lectures 
than would otherwise be possible, and it's very helpful for 






In recent years, there was and still is a great interest and an 
increased enrollment in personal shorthand courses, including Notehand.
As there were some controversial issues, such as the "effectiveness" 
and "usefulness" of a Is’otehar.d course, the researcher chose a follow-ur; 
study on Notehand while taking tb|e course, Introduction to Research in 
Susiness Education. The selected topic was revised and later submitted 
to the members of the respective class for further refinement.
A perusal of theses and current publications relative] to Notehand 
was made to obtain ideas to be incorporated into this study. A tentative 
questionnaire was prepared; however, completed follow-up studies were 
sought to improve the set of questions. The revised questionnaire was 
also presented to the research class for constructive comments.
To gain more substantial knowledge on the topic; to improve thel 
questionnaire; to decide on the content^ of a cover letter and follow-up 
letters; additional books, articles, and theses were read. Further 
revisions were made, resulting in the preparation of Appendices A, 3, C, 
D, and E.
_______ Necessary permissions were obtained before undertaking thip
follow-up study from the Chairman of the Business Education Department], 
University of North Dakota, to ascertain whether the problem to be solvedl 
was worthy of research; and the Principal of Bishop DuBourg High School,
1?
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St. Louis.I Missouri, ia order to obtain the necessary data tc conduct]
the surve I
Cumulative records of Bishop DuBourg High School were used to| 
obtain the names, addresses, and telephone numbers of the former Notehandj 
students. The students (high school seniors of the academic year, 1966)) 
were contacted by calling a meeting to explain this study (Appendix E)|.
A questionnaire (Appendix A) was provided with the hope that each student! 
would express his convictions relative to the completion of a Notehand 
course.
A personally-typed cover letter (Appendix 3); a questionnaire! 
(Appendix A); and a self-addressed, stamped envelope were sent to thd 
former Notehand students of academic years: 1962, 1963. 1964, and 1965| 
About two weeks later! a telephone call was made to contact those indi­
viduals who had ndt responded. The six students not reached by telephone 
were sent a secondHPgra^aily^yped letter (Appendix C); a questionnaire!; 
and a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
When 95.3 per cent returns were received, personally-typed] 
"thank-you" letters (Appendix Q) were mailed) to the respondents. Asj 
the percentage increased, the new percentage figure was use4 in the 
letter. The final per cent, 98.6, was typed in the last "thank-you'1 
letter.
Tabulations were made as the replies were received from the! 
students. Percentages were figured and tables were prepared to establish)
the findings for this report]
CHAFT2R IV 
FINDINGS
The analysis of the data was made from the written questionnaire 
returned by the Notehand students of Bishop DuBourg High School for the 
academic years: 1962, 1963, 1964. and 1965. Students of six classed 
were involved in the four academic yearg. Forty-three high school sen-j 
iors of Bishop Du3ourg High School were called to a special meeting on 
October 13, 1966, at which time they were informed of this study and 
presented with a questionnaire to be completed. Two days later, 106 
graduates were informed by a personally-typed letter, which included a 
questionnaire and a self-addressed, stamped envelope. Ninety-eight and 
six tenths per cent, or 14? replies of a possible 149, were received.
The classes of 1962 and 1963 provided a 100 per cent reply; the class of 
1965 had a reply of 98.1 per cent; and the class of 1964 had the lowest 
reply, 96.6 per cent.
Questionnaires returned weihe classified according to the year in 
which the course was taken; the year, 1965, was treated differently be-l 
cause of the forty-three seniors in high school. All responses of groups| 
were tabulated and analyzed to illustrate the criteria contained. After! 
the analysis, a summary of the criteria which the responses elicited wasj 
made for each group.
Respondents* replies referred to criteria in determicing thq 
"effectiveness1' and "personal uses" of a Notehand coursd.
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The commitment to| anonymity was executed throughout the report of|
the findings of the study!.
Throughout this report, "1965*5" refers to the graduates of 1966; 
and the "1965HS" refeijs to the high school seniors of I966-67J.
Table! 1 lists the total of 1^9 students enrolled in the Notehandj 
course for the academic years), 1962, 1963, 196*+, and 1965* As Notehandj 
became an elective for Track-B students in 1965* the largest enrollment,| 
66, appears in Table 1. There were three sections instead of one section! 
as in previous years. The percentage of students enrolled) in the course 
for each academic year a^so appears in the table.
TABLE l.~~Students Contacted According to Academic Year and Percentage of)
Combined Totals
Number of Percentage!






Total of All Years ___lk$l 100. C
Graduates of 1966
Seniors of 196fa-67lbHigh School
The 1^9 Notehand students contacted were classified according to| 
the year the course was taken), the tract of the student, and boys or| 
girls, as shown in Table! 2, The enrollment of boys, 36.0 per cent, shows]
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an increase of 6.0 per cent in 196.5 over the next highest academic year, 
19b3, which was 30.0 cent. Replies fr^m the boys amount* to 29.5| 
per ccut, whereas /0.5 per cent of the total responses came from the] 
girls.
TABLE 2.— Notehand Students Contacted and Classified Accorc 
Academic Year; Track A or B; Boys or Girls; Percentage of 
for Respective Year; and Percentage of Combined Totals
ing to 
Total
Year Track Boys Per Cent Track Girls Per Cent} Total Per Cent
1962 A k 16.7 A 20 83.3 2k 100.0
1963 A 9 30.0 A 21 70.0 30 100.0
196*+ A 7 2^.1 A 22 75.9 29 100.0
1965G A 2 16.7 A 1C 83.3 12 100.0
1965HS A 3 20.0 A 12 80.0 15 100.0
1965G B 2 20.0 B 8 80.0 10 100.0
1965HS 3 12 .58.6 B 12 4 l A J 2 . loq.o
Total of
All Years W  29.5 105 70.5 1^9 100.0
To gain an insight as to the status| of respondents in high 
school, in college and employed, in full-time college work, and fully] 
employed for each academic year, Table 3 (page 18) furnishes such find­
ings. College students; namely 8l, or 55.1 ĵ er cent, claims the greatest
portion of the 1̂ +7 students involved in the survey).
A 3tudy of Table k (page 18) enables one to view positive replies
totalling 93, as compared to 5** negative replies to the question: "Did)
you develop better study habits because of Notehand)," The "1965H3"
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category lists a positive reply of 74.2 per cent, which is higher than 
the average for all years, 63.3 per cent.
TABLE 3.— Status of Respondents According to Academic Year and
Percentage of Total Respondent*;
Status 1962 1963 1964 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent
High School
Students - - - - 43 43 29.3
College Students
and Employed 12 10 12 6 - 40 27.2
College Students 5 9 13 14 - 41 27.9
Totally Employed _Z 11 _2 15.6
Totals 24 30 28 22 43 147 100.0
TABLE 4.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 1 of Questionnaire--
"Did you develop better study habits because of Notehand?"
1962 1963 1964 19650 1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive 14 18 16 13 32 93 63.3
Negative 10 12 12 _9 11 34 36-7
Totals 24 30 28 22 147 100.0
In Table 5 (page 19) which relates to the question: "Did you 
learn how to listen for notemaking?" a high total of 78.2 per cent 
positive replies appears. Again, the category "I965HS" has the highest 
positive replies.
.able O (page 19 lists positive I’esponoes of 62.6 per cent to 
the question; "Did you learn how to read for notemaking?'' The academic 
year "1963" shows 23, the highest in positive replies, as compared with
19
8 negative replies. The "196V 1 class responded in reverse order: 13 
positive and 15 negative response^.
TABLE 5.--Positive and Negative Replies to Item 2 of Questionnaire— I 
"Did you learn how to listen for notemaking?"
1962 1963 196b 19650 1965ns Total Per Cent]
Positive 19 2b 18 17 115 78.2
Negative _6 10 _2 j6 —H 21.8
Totals 2b 28 22 *+3 l*+7 100.0
5.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 3 of Questionnaire—
"Did you learn how to read for not etna* ing?"l
1962 1963 196^ 19650 1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive 17 22 13 2? 9 2 6 2.6
Negative _Z _8 11 16 -55 37 •**
Totals 2b ___30 28 22 bj> l*+7 100. q
Responses to Item 9 of the Questionnaire, "Did you learn how to 
make notes in your o< n words?" shows, in Table 7 (page 20), an average 
positive reply of 82.3 per cent. The highest positive reply, 87.5 perj 
cent, came from the students of "1962."|
To the question: "Did you learn how to organize your notes as] 
you made them?" shows a positive response of 72.1 per cent in Table 8| 
(page 20). The academic year "1965" is responsible for the greatest 
number of negative replies of 2 3, or 35.*+ per centj.
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TABLE ?.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item k of Questionnaire)-- 
"Did you learn how to make notes in your own words?"
1962 196 3l 1964 19650 1965HS Total Per Cent]
Positive Cl 25 23 15 37 121 o2.2
Negative J l -5 JZ _6 -ifl 17*7
Totals 2k 30) 28 2 2 ___ 42_ 147 100.0
TABLE 8.-— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 5 of Questionnaire
"Did you learn how to organize your notes as you made them?"
1962___1963 1964 19650- 1962HS Total Per Cent
Posi tive 18 26 20 1 5 _ ___ 2? 106 72.1
Negative _6 _4 _8 16 kl _ 2 M
Totals 2k ____30 28 22 43 Ikj 100.0
An analysis! of Table 9 (page 21) reveals replies made to the 
question: "Did you learn how to use Notehand in original writing?"|
The year "1964" comes to the fore in the highest positive replies— 23 of! 
a possible 30t which is 7J4 higher than the total for all years— 69.3) 
per cent. Of a possible 24, ten negative replies are shown for the) 
year "196^." This is 11.0 pdr cent more than the 30.7 per cent for al[l 
academic years.
A comparison of the positive replies, 73.5 per cent, to the| 
negative replies, 26.3 per cent, to) the question: "Did you learn hov̂  
to use notes in reviewing and preparing for examinations?" is worthy 
of note in Table 10 (page 21). The) "1962" group is outstanding with|
20 positive and 4 negative repliesJ
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TABLE 9.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 6 of Questionnaire 
"Did you learn how to use Notehand in original writing?"
1962 1963 1964
-- P —1--- LI
19650 196pHS Total Per Cent
Positive 14 23 23 17 25 105 69.31
Negative 10 JL A 18 . 20.-21
Totals 24 30 28 2^ 43 14? 100.0]
TABLE 10.“-Positive and Negative Replies to Item 7 of Questionnaire■» »
"Did you learn how to use notes in reviewing and 
examinations?'!
preparing for
1962 1963 1964 196 5G 1965HS Total Per Cent
Fositive 20 23 19 17 2 2 _ 108 75J5
Negative Jf -2 14 JS. 26.̂ |
Totals 24 _ — 50 28 22 43 147 100.0|
Replies toi the question; "Did| you learn how to make notes at 
discussions, meetings, and conferences?" reveals 80.9 per cent positive] 
and 19.1 per cent negative replies in Table 11 (page 22). Students of the 
"1964" class furnished the highest positive responses! 82.1 per cent, as
compared with the "1963" group— 33*3 per cent negative replies.
Positive replies of 85.0 per cent, the second highest of thej 
first section of the Questionnaire, is shown in Table 12 (page 22). Only
three students of the 65 replying to the question: "Did you find the]
Notehand course a challenge for you?" responded negativeljj.
The answers of thd "1964" class to the question: "Do you think
the Notehand course should be offered before the junior year?" were
?R.<5 ner cent nositive. The Df>r cent average of 68.7 oositive replies 
accounts for all the grouos as shown in Table 13«|
TABLE 11.--Positive and Negative Redies to Item 3 of Questionnaire—  
"Did vou learn how to make notes at discussions, meetings, and
conferences)?"
1962 1963 1964 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent!
Positive) 18 20 23 16 36 1131 90.9
Negative _6 _6 _Z 19.1
Totals 24 30 2^ 22) 43_ 14^ 100.0
TABLE 12.—  
"Did
Positive and Negative) Replies to Item 9 of Questionr 
you find the Notetjand course a challenge for you?"
iaire—
1962 1963 1964 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent!
Posit? 76 15 23 26 21 di 125 85.0
Negative -1 J7 _2 _1 __2 22 15.0
_Totals 2^ 3d 2&I 22 43 142) ioo_.d
TABLE 13.-- 
"Dol you
Positive and Negative Red 
think the* Not ©hand course
junior
ies to Item 10 of Questionnaire—  
should be offered before the 
vear?j"
1962 1963 1964 1965G 1965HS Total Pen Cent!
Positive 15 21 22 15 28 101 63.7
Negative -2 _2 _6 -Z 46 ■31.2
Totals 2d 30 28 22^ 14? 1 100. ol
Item 11 of the Questionnaire, D̂ol you think that more current! 
literature) should be read to the class for the purpose of notetakin^?"
alao has a high positive response; namely, 80.9 per cent, as shown in) 
Table 14. The_"1964"| class shows the highest negative reply—  39.3|
per cent, as compared with the average for all the years involved—
19.1 per cent].
TABLE l4.— Fositive and Negative Replies to Item 11 of Questionnaire—  
"Do you thipik that more current literature should be read to the 
__ class for the purpose of notetaking?"
1^62 1963 1964 19653 1965HS Total Per Cent|
Fositive 21 26 17 16 >3_ 113 8o .9!
Negative -J Jt 11 _6 10 Jk. 19.1
Totals 24 30 28 22 43 14? 100.0
Table 15 deals with the question: "Do you think theife should be|
more lectures on which notes should be taken?" The positive replies,
72.1 per cent, is ttje average for all the groups; however, the "1964H| 
class accounts foi the highest negative response: 42|.8 per cent, which) 
is above the average for all academic years, 27.9 per cent).
TABLrj 15. —  Fositive and Negative Replies to Item 12 of Questionnaire^- 
"Do you think there should be morel lectures on which notes
should be takenV'f
1962 1963 1964 19650 1965HS
1...
Total Per Cent
Positive 19 25 16 16 30^ 106 72jl
Negative _5 12 Jl U 4l 2?>9l





The highest negative replies, 62.6 per cent, in the first]
2A
section of the Questionnaire is in answer to Item 13: "Do you think] 
more library research should be done?" Table 16 also points out the) 
"1965" group as having the highest positive replies: 41.4 per cent,) 
as compared with the average of 37.4 p>er cent for all academic years.|
TABLE 16.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 13 of Questionnaire—  
"Do you think more library research should be done?"|
1962 1963 1964 196 5G 1965HS Total Per Cent]
. .
Positive 6 12 6 11 20 55 37.4
Negative] 18 18 U 11 23 92 62.6
Totals 24 30 A3 1471 100.0
t
In Table 17, the! highest positive replies for the first section| 
of the Questionnaire aife shown; namely, 95»9 per cent. To the question:| 
"lie you thin^ the Notehand course worthwhile?" the "1963,r class responded 
positively. 100 per cent!.
TABLE 17.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 14 of Questioruniire- 
"Do you think the Notehand course worthwhile?"
1962 1963 1964 1965<i _1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive 23 30 27 22 39 141 95-91
Negative _1 —ZL _1 Si _4 __6 A.l|
Totals 24 30 29 22 43 147 100. ol
The pattern of a higher positive reply, 64.6 per cent, is shown! 
in Table 18 (page 25). This table deals witjh responses to Item 15 of the|
Questionnaire: "Do you think the Note!i|and course should be taught for|
two semesters— a full-year course instead of a one-semester course?"|
The "196V* class shows 13 positive replies, as compared with 13 negative^ 
or 53.6 per cent, which is significantly higher than the total averagej 
negative replies; namely, 35.*+ per centj.
TABLE l8.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 15 of Questionnaire—  
"Do you think the Notehand course should be taught for two semesters—
a full-year course instead of a one-semester course?"I
—
1962 1963 196k 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cer|t
Positive 18 21 13 12 31 95 6*f.6
Negative 6 ±1 10 12 32) ilzh
Totals 2k 30 28 22 k3 14? 100.0
It may be noted at this point that intelligent students indl- 
cated they already had good study habits before taking the Notehand! 
course; therefore, a negative reply was given to the first eight items 
of the second section of the questionnaire.
In this section, the greater percentage of replies is negative^ 
This is probably due to the fact that the students did not have the need 
to use Notehand in these specific instances; such as, individuals not 
pursuing their education would not be taking notes for a book report!.
Table 19 (page 26) which reports the responses made to the ques­
tion: "Are you taking notes inj the following instance: Making a shopping! 
list?" claims the second-highest percentage of negative answers. Item 16| 
starts the second section of the Questionnaire. Students of "1963M 
account for the highest negative replies: 86.? per cent, in comparison)
to the 78.2 pe^ cent reported for all the categoriesj
TABLE 19. —  Positive and Negative Replies to Item 16 of Questionnaire—  
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making a '•hopping
list?"
1962 1963 l%k 19653 1965HS Total Per Cent
Fositive 6 ___ *1 10 7 5 32] 21.8
Negative 18 26] 18 11 n i 2H
Totals 2k 28 22 kl ik? 100.0
Item 17 of the Questionnaire: "Are you taking notes in the fol|- 
lowing instance: Taking down a recipe from a radio or TV program?" 
lists the highest percentage of negative replies, 80,3 per cent. Also 
in Table 20, the groups for "1965" show the highest negative replies] of
86.1 per cent.
TABLE 2 0 Positive and Negative
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Taking
ftevsl ■ Tt- — 1 n „ ew. / XISA%> —
recipe from a radio or TV program?"
down a
1962 1963 196U 19650 1965HS Total Peif Cent
Positive 8 6 6 6 3 29 19.7
Negative 16 2k 22 16 ko 118 80.3
Totals 2k 30 28 22 k3 lk? 100.0]
A review of the negative and positive responses is found in 
Table 21 (page 27). Item 18— "Are you taking notes in the following] 
instance: Copying directions on how to reach a location unknown to you?" 
discloses the year "196V1 as having an equal number of positive and] 
negative responses].
TABLE 21.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item l8 of Questionnaire—  
'•Are you taking notes in the following instance: Copying directions 
on how to reach a location unknown to you?"!
1962 1963 19 6 k 1965G 196 5HS Total Per Cent
Positive 9 12 1*4 _ § 1*+ 57
...
38.^
Negative H 18 Ik 1*+ 21 _22J 61.2
w  v u - ^ o 2*+ 50 ^8j 22 kb i*+7 i o o.c}
"Are yjou taking notes in the following instance: Copying direcj-
tions for homework or for-doing a job?" claims the second-highest poŝ L-
tive replies— 108 of a possible l*+7 replies, or 73.5 per cent . Table 22
shows the year "196*+" with 26 positive replies, or 92.9 per cent.
TABLE 22 
"Are
.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 19 of Questionnaire—  
you taking notes in the following instance: Copying direc- 
lions for homework or for doing a job?'̂
19621 1963 196*+ 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive 26 26 1*+ 25 108 73-5
Negative _z _k _2 _8 18 -22
Totals 2k 30 28 22 kb iky 100.0
Item 20 shows the highest positive replies for the second aectiop 
of the Questionnaire, Table 23 (page 28) lists 79.6 per cent positive 
responses to: "Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making 
notes of a class lecture?" The per cent of 89.3 , or 25 out of 28, for
the year "196*+" accounts for the highest positive repliesJ
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TABLE 23.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 20 of Questionnaire-)-
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes)
of a class lecture?*1
1962 1963 1969) 19&5G 1965HS Total Per Gent)
Positive 16 21 25i 19__ 36 117 79.6
Negative _8 _2 -21 JL -22 20.9
Totals 29 30 28 22 93 197 100. d
T o HI <a 2̂4 lists t— tc> "Are you taking notes in| the fol-i
lowing instance: Making notes from t1 textbook?" The positive replies
are greater than the negativ^ replies; namely . 63.^ per cent. and 31J3
per cent, respectively,, Forty-seven positive• r4plies of a possible 65,
or 7 2 .3 per cent is the response fop the "1965" groups.
-TABLE 29.--Positive and Negative Replies to Item 21 of Questionnaire—
___ "Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes
from a textbook?"|
1962 19^3 1969 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent!
Positive 15 20 19 17 30 101 68.7)
Negative -2, 10 -i 12 96 -21ail
Totals 29 30 28 22 93 197 100.0
Replies to "Are you taking notes in the following instance: Ma^- 
ing notes from library research?" again show a higher positive response 
68.7 per cent, than negative responseJ 31»3 per cent. Three-fourths 
the responses for the year "1969" are positive, as shown in Table 25|
(page 29}
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TABLE 25.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 22 of Questionnaire—  
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes
from library research?')
1962 1963 196^ 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent
Fositive 15 18 21 18 29 101 68.7
Negative _2| 12 _z _k 3A J»6
Totals 2k 20 28 22 ^3 ir2 iog.o
In Tahle 26 the negative replies to Item 23 of the Questionnaire), 
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes of the] 
minutes of club meetings?" are greater than the positive replies by 7̂.0| 
per cent. The "1965" groups have an average of 86.1 per cent of negative] 
replies.
TABLE 26.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 23 of Questionnaire—  
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes of
the minutes of club meetings?"
1962 1963 196^ 1965G 1965HS Total Per CeptJ
Positive 11 7 12 2 7 _ 39 26.5
Negative 12 22 16 20 26 108 73.5
Totals 2b 20 28 22 A3___ l<+7 100.0
"Are) you taking notes ir) the following instance: Making notes) 
of lines of a play cfr a song?" shows 65.13 per cent negative responses in| 
Table 27 (page 30)[. Students of "I963" claim a higher than averag^ 
negative response; namely, 70],0 per cent!.
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TA3LE 27.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 24
"Are you taking notes in the following instance:
lines of a play or a song?"]
of Questionnaire- 
Making notes of
1962 1963 1964 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent
, . ........ J
Fositivd 9 9 12 10 11
1
Negative) 12 21 16 J i 22 65.3
Totals 24 30 28 22 43 147 100.0
Table 28 reveals a 6ol.7 p^r cent negative reply to Item 25 of] 
the Questionnaire, "Ate you taking notes in the following instance): 
Making notes for a speech or a debate?" However, the year "1964" shows 
16 positive replies and onjly 12 negative replies], or 57.1 p^r cent and 
42.9 per cent, respectively!.
TABLE 28.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 25 of Questionnaire!*- 
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes for &
speech or a debate?'!
1962 1963 1964 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive 8 16 12 12 58 391.3
Negative 16 20 12 10 21 60.?!
Totals 24 30 28 22 43 147 100.0
Negative replies again are greater for Item 26 of the Question-] 
naire, "Are you taking notes in the following instance: Jotting down] 
expenditures for purposes of a personal budget?" Table 29 (page 5Ip 
also points oijt that the year "1965" accounts for the highest negative! 
response: 54 out of a possible 65®
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TABLE 29»— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 26
"Are you taking notes in the following instance
expenditures for purposes of a personal
of Questionnaire- 
; Jotting down 
budget?" _______
1962 1963 196*+ 19650 1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive _1Q 11 7 8 k kc 27.a
Negative Ik 12 21 1k\ 22 m 22.3
Totals 2k 30 28 22 *+3 Iky ----- 100.0
A look at Table 30 reveals the negative replies are higher than 
the positive replies by a margin of 53*8 per cent. Item 27 of the Ques­
tionnaire, "Are you taking noteg in the following instance: Making notesj 
from an interview for a story?" also shows 86,7 per cent negative 
responses for the year! "1963"— 26 of a possible 30.
TA3LS' 30.— Positive and Negative Replies td Item 27 of Questionnaire 
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes
from an interview foil a story?”
1962 1963 196*+ 1965G 19S5HS Total Per Cent
Positive k k 12 k 9 33 _____23*H
Negative 20 26 16 lit Ilk ___ 2L2I
Totals _____ & 30 28 22 ^3 l*+7 100.01
Item 28 of the Questionnaire, "Are you taking notes in the fol|~ 
lowing instance: Making notes from a sermon or an important speech?'1 
shows 50.3 positive and *+9-7 negative replies in Table 31 (page 32). 
This is the only question of this second section of the Questionnaire] 
with so slight a difference between the positive and negative replies^
TABLE 31.— Fositive and) Negative Replies to Item ?8 of Questionnaire—  
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes from
a sermon or an important speech
1962 1963 196^ 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent|
Positive lb 11 lb 10 25 7 b 50.3
Negative 10 lb 12 18 *+9*7
Totals 2b _^0J 28 22 *+3 1VZ________100.01
In Table 32 the positive replies to Item 29 of the Questionnaire, 
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes for) a 
book report?" are greater than the negative replies by 30*6 per cent.
The group for "196V 1 accounts for the highest) positive replies, 67.9 
per cent.
TABLE 32.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 29 of Questionnaife-- 
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Making notes
for a book report?"
1962 1963 196^ 196 5G 1965HS Total Per Cent]
Positive 13 1*+ 19 13 27 86 63.31
Negative 11 16 -2 _2 16 -51 > J 7
Totals 2b 30 28 22 b3 lb7 100.0!
The negative responses to "Are you taking notes in the following! 
instance: Putting down items for a party or social event— menus, decora-] 
tions, etc.?" are 61.9 per ce|nt. Equal positive and negative replies) 
for the year "196V are also found in Table 33 (page 33).
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TABLE 33.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item 30 of Questionnaire—
"Are you taking notes in the following instance: Putting down items
for a party or social event— menus, decorations, etc.?"
1962 1963 1964 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive 12 11 14 9 10 56 38.1
Negative 12 12 14 12 22 -21 61.9
Totals 24 30 26 22 43 147 100.C
Table 34 begins the third section of the Questionnaire, which 
pertains to high-schocij. and college students. There were only 124 
responses to the questions^ Item a of the Questionnaire: "Do you fee 
the course in Notehand is helping you in your college or high-schoolj 
work?" shows positive repliejs of 87.1 per cent. Only one student of) 
the group for "196V replied] negatively;.
TABLE 3V — Positive and Negative Replies to Item a of Questionnaire—  
"Do you feel the course in Notehand is helping you in your col­
lege or high-school work?1]
1962 1963 19^4 196 5G 1965HS Total Per Cent
Positive 15 17 24 18 3^ 108 8?.lJ
Negative _2 _2 JL _2 _2 16 12.9|
Totals 17 19 25 20 43 124 100.0
An answer to one of four choices: "Extensively," "Some Portion,1] 
"Only 3rief Forms and Common Words," or "Nothing" was requested to the| 
question: "What portion of class notes do you write in Notehand?'1)
Table 35 reveals the highest per cent, 96.0, for "Only 3rief Forms)
and Common Words." "Some Portion^) runs second with 29.0 per cent^__A|
response of 8 for each of the first] three choices and only one response^ 
to the choice, "Nothing" for the ydar "1969" is worthy of note.
TABLE 35.— Replies to Item b of Questionnaire— -"What portion of class
notes do you write in Notehand? (Answer only ONE of the four___
choices,7"
1962 1963 1969 1965G) 1965HS Total Per Cerit
Extensively 2 3 8 2) cL 17 13.7




Words 10 6 12 21 57 96.0
Nothing _2 -5 _1 J, -JJ±
Totals 17 19 §5 201 A3 129 100.0
Positive replies of 92.7 p^r cent to the question: "Do you study 
from vour notes?" are shown in Table 36. All positive replies are) 
reported for the "1962" groiip.
TABLE 36.— Positive and Negative Replies
"Do you study from
to Item c Qf Questionnaire^- 
iour notes?'
1962 1963 1969 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent}
Positive 17 18 29 19 37 115 22_i2J
Negative — JL J. __1 j6 — 2 .... 7.3!
Totals 17 19 25 20] 93 129 100. d
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Table 37, in which| the negative replies of B-if.O per cent are) 
.shown, deals with the question: "Do you revise your notes and then| 
transcribe them?" Eighteen students, of a possible) 19 for the year) 
"1963" answered negatively).
TABLE 37.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item d of Questionnaire—  
"Do you revise your notes and then transcribe tjhem?"
1962 1963 196*+ 1965G 1965HS Total Per Cent)
Fosltive 3 1 if if 10) 22 16.0
Negative Iff 18 21 16 12| 102 Sk.O
Totals 17 19 25 20 ^3 12k 100.0
The question: "Do you recommend a course in) iotehand for all) 
college-bound students?" shows 88.2) per cent positive replies). The year 
*'1963*1 has l8 positive replies in comparison to onlj) 1 negative reply), 
which is listed in Table 38»
TABLE 38.— Positive and Negative Replies to Item e of Questionnaire—  
"Do you recommend a course in Nctehand for all 
college-bound students?"
1962 1963 196k 1965G 1965ns Toltal Per Gent
Positive 16 18 22 17 HA 1071 88.2
Negative _1 -2 M 11.8
Totals -1Z 19 25 20 12^ 100.0
In summary, the first section of questions), Items 1 to 15, have 
a higher positive reply with one exception. Item 13— Do you think more)
36
library research should be done? Item li±--Do you think the Notehand| 
course wort hwhile?|-~ shows the highest nositive reolies.|
From Items 16 to 3t» the second section of the Questionnaire,! 
there are nine l|tems with a higher percentage of negative raolies com- 
nared with sever, of a lower percentage. Item 1?--Taking down a recipe 
from a radio or TV program— indicates the highest negative response; 
while Item 21— Making notes of a class lecture— lists the highest! 
nositive reoly.
The third section of the Questionnaire, Items a to e, again 
tends to have a greater nositive reply. Only Item] d— Do you revise 
your notes andl then transcribe them— shows a higher negative reply.)
Do you study from your notes?— Item! c, reports the highest percentage! 
of positive answers!.
A summary of the total percentage of positive and total perf 
centage of negative responses for each Item of the Questionnaire is
shown in Table 39
"ABLE 39.--Total Percentage of Positive and Tot4l Percentage of 












id you develoo better study habits because of taking! 
Notehand? . * . « . * « « . « « . . « «  . . . . . .
Did you learn how to lister, for notemakingj? . . . . .
Did you learn how to read for notemaking? . . . . . .
Did vou learn how to make notes in vour own words)? . 
Did vou learn how to creanize your notes as you makel 
- h em ? . « » . a » , . , 0  
Did you learn how to use Notehand! in original] 
writing? . . .  « » . » « « • •
Did vou learn how to use notes in reviewing and|
preparing for examinations? . . . . . . . . . . . .
















































Did you find the Notehand course a challenge for you?
Do you think the Notehand course should be offered 
before the junior year? . . . . . . .  ..........  .
Do you think more current literature should be read 
to the class for the ouroose of notetaking? . . . .
Do vou think there should] be more lectures on whlph 
notes should be taken? . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do vou think more library research should be done?
Do vou think the Notehand course worthwhile? . . . .
Do you think tne Notehand course should be taught for 
two semesters— a full-year course instead of a one-
YOU TAKING NOTES IN THE* FOLLOWING*INSTANCES:
Making a shoDning list? ......................... .. .
Taking down a recioe from a radio or TV urogram? » .
Cooving directions on how to reach a location unknown 
to you? ......................................
Cooving directions for homework or for doing a job? .
Making notes cf a class lecture? . . . . . . . . . .
Making notes from a textbook? . . . . . .  ..........
Making notes from library research? . . . . . . . . .
Making notes of the minutes of club meetings? . . . .
Making notes of lines in a olay or a song?




Jotting down expenditures for purposes of a personal 
budget? . . . . . .  . . . . . A .  . . . . . . . . .
Making notes from an interview for a story? . . . . .
Making notes from a sermon or an important speech?
Making notes for a book reDort? . . . . . . . . . . .
Putting down ideas for a party or social event —  
menus, decorations, etc.? . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jotting down messages taken over the telephone? . . .
Do you feel the course in Notehand is helping you in 
your college or high-school work? . . . . . . . . .
What oortion of class notes do you write in Notehand? 
(Answer onlv ONE of the four choices)
EXTENSIVELY . . .  ............  . . . . . . . . .
SOME PORTION . . . . . .  ..........  . ........
ONLY BRIEF FORMS AND COMMON WORDS . . . . . . . .
NOTHING . . . . . . . .  .......  . . . . . . . .
Do vou studv from your notes? . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do you revise vour notes and then transcribe them?






































On the opposite side of the Questionnaire, additional remarks) 
were invited. These comments were categorized into three divisions): 
Negative, Positive, and Suggested Comments. 'There were eight Negative) 
Comments made, four of which have been chosen to give an idea of thq 
nature of them; there weite forty-eight Positive Comments, nine of which 
have been chosen to give a sampling of their nature; and lastly, there! 
were twenty Suggested Comments), five of which appear ir. this study).
Negative Comments
1, I have found that 1 can remember facts much easier if I have 
studied them from longhand notes.
2. When I took Notehand I thought I would learn how to take note^. 
All I learned was how to make notes shorter. I stdj.ll, in long- 
hand o.r shorthand, do not know how to take notes.
3. I think in class we should takq more notes and not so much 
verbatim.
k* I found that most instructors speak slowly enough that all
notes can be take4 in longhand). I usually use the brief forms 
cut of habit.
Positive Comments
1. The course wasn't only a challenge, it was fun. It helps me) 
quite a bit, especially in American Problems class.
2. 1 would consider Notehand absolutely essential for college; 
most of the lectures are pushed at an alarming)pace.
3. This course has helped me immensely through the summer, es-l 
pecially in school. Many times I wish that more students 
could realize the true value of this course. It has helped 
especially in making private notes and speed notes for myself. 
When copying verbatim from a book which I need for study 
points it makes it go faster and easier. This is one of the 
most important courses I have taken in my four years at DuBourg. 
I really feel sorry for the people who didn't apply themselves 
in this course because they passed up an opportunity that is 
invaluable in college and a great help in high school. I have 
recommended that many under-classmen should take this course 
and apply themselves. I am really thankful that I took this 
course. I also plan to keep my book to review it in college.
39
k. Although I did not use Notehand extensively in taking notes,
I have found that knowledge of brief forms and common words is 
extremely helpful, especially when a student is in a lecture 
hall with five hundred other students and the professor 
doesn't particularly care whether one keeps up with him or not.
5, I think Notehand has been very beneficial for me. It certainly 
does help in making work in high school easier during lectures, 
for term papers, arid written notes. I usually put brief forms 
and common words in Notehand; it is faster and easier than writ 
ing these words out. It saves a lot of time. The notes that I 
take in Notehand are clear enough to study from without tran­
scribing them. I would recommend taking a Notehand course to 
everyone.
6. Since I was able to take the Notehand course, I think I am able 
to take more meaningful notes even after they have not been 
looked at for a long time. Because I have taken this course, I 
have learned to get the essential parts of) the lectures more 
quickly.
7. I think the Notehand course is great and should be required of 
all college-bound students. I’ve been using Notehand since ray 
junior year in high school for almost everything I write down. 
It saves so much time and it really helps in college®
8. I considered the practice and ideas about noteaaking mbre 
important and more valuable than the ability to use Notehand.
I never acquired the facility that I wished with Notehand but
I did learn to cipher the important matter from material. This 
has proved invaluable- Writing in longhand, I can put two tgJ 
three times more notes on a page than my associates.
9. Even though I only use the brief forms and common words of 
Notehand, I find I can keep up with most of my instructors' 
lectures. Classmates will sometimes ask me to repeat what the 
instructor dictated, and I am usually able to tell them.
Suggested Comments)
If you ever extenc. 
second semester cc 
after the basics h 
a little rough.
the course to a 
uld be used for 
ave been learned
two-semester subject, the 
lectures or research work 
Before this it might be
2. X do believe I could have done much better if the course would! 
ha"e extended over the full year; The pace, that I know you 
were forced to use due to the time factor, was much too quick 
for me. I had great difficulty keeping up and finally I .jqst- 
became discouraged and quit trying. In conclusion, I think it 
would be an advantage to many students if the Notehand course 
would be extended over the full year.
bO
3. I answered "No" to the questions asking whether Notehand has 
helped me to develop better study habits, etc., because of the 
time that I took Notehand. I took the course in my senior yeaij, 
and by that time my study habits were formed. That is one of 
the reasons I think the course should be offered to younger 
students, who have not yet formed any sort of study habits-- 
good or bad.
I think Notehand should be given by itself because you need to 
take it every day to learn it. I know I would have learned 
Notehand better if we would have had it every day. And I thinly 
my speed in typing would have been better if 1 had typed every 
day, too. Most of the things I still use in Notehand are the 
brief forms and common words and they are a great help in taking| 
notes.
5. The way the course was presented originally I don't think anyond
realized that it was shorthand.__'when we got the book everyone
was surprised. Last year a test should have been giveh to 
determine if you could pass.
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
During the initial years tha|t a course is taught, administrators! 
and teachers are rather dubious about its value. To gain relative inform 
mation about a Notehand course introduced at Bishop DuBourg High Schoo3[ 
in 1961, a survey was madel of former Notehand students. This survey was| 
limited to six classes of students from four academic school years:
1962, 1963, 196^t and 1965. Only those students taught by the researcher 
were included in this study.
An analysis of related literature revealed constructive com­
ments of the Notenand course, as well as helpful suggestions. Benefit^ 
ting from studies previously made, the) researcher endeavored to make 
the Notehand course still more valuable.
One hundred and forty-nine students were invited; to participate 
in the survey by mean^ of personally-typed letters and questionnaires!.
The questionnaires contained thirty-six items to be answered and alecj 
provided for additional remarks about the Notehand course. Two replies) 
were not received, but a fine sampling of each academic year waq 
obtained because of the 98.6 per cent return.
The students furnished 1^7 usable replies. These replies were! 
from the academic years involved: 1962— 2*+; 1963— 30; 196**— 2 2: and|
1965— 71. A compilation was made of the responses Alll statements 
that appeared in the questionnaire, together with their frequenciesj
were tabulated and analyzed for eaclj academic year separately; anc^ all| 
groups were tabulated and analyzed for each statement separately.
Questions pertaining to the u|se of Notehand in school situation^ 
were answered positively by a relatively higher percentage than the 
negative replies. It was apparent th|at the students deem the Notehand1 
course worthwhile by the high percentage of positive replies— 95 >9 per| 
cent— to the question asking their opinion on this point.
Eighty-eight and seven tenths per cent of the former Notehand! 
students are using Notehand: *+6.0 per cent use only brief forms and 
common words; 29.0 per cent use some portion; 13*7 per cent u^e 
Notehand extensively; whilej only 11.3 per cent do not use Notehandj 
All of these facte support the three major inquiries gtated;
namely,
How effective has been the method of teaching? 
Has the focal objective been reached?
Hus the course met the needs of the students?
Comments made by the students reflect positive changes to be 
made: offering the course to youngejr students; extending the course
to a full year: and engaging more lecturers to enable students to gain]
actual experience in Notemaking
Conclusion s|
On the basis of information obtained through the questionnairej 
indications are that Notehand is being effectively taught; is reaching! 
the focal objective; and is meeting the needs of the students. Ques-f 
tions pertaining to "personal U3e" in school situations had a relatively] 
higher percentage of positive replies. Students realize the value of] 
the course by the positive reply of 95.7 per cent to the question about] 
Notehand being a worthwhile course.!
Recommendations!
Also based on the information obtained through the responses] 
received, the following recommendations are made:|
1. The faculty should become acquainted with the objectives] 
and values of a Notehancj course, thus enabling them to better advise] 
and counsel the students.
2. A one-semester course i,a Notehand should be retained ini 
the curriculum.
3. Notehand should be taught tol lower classmen in high school! 
as well as tol the upper classmen, who desire to pursue a college 
education.
k. Current topics should be used more frequently to enable 
students to take aotesi
5. Lecturers should be engaged to enable students to acquaint 
themselves with! various subjects and different styles of presentation.
6. A two-semester pilot course of Notehand should be offered! 
to a "5-track11 class and to students wishing to derive more benefit 
from the coursd.
7. A survey of some type should be completed near the end of| 
the course each year to obtain students' reactions as to the method! 






First Track A or B Phone Ruabtr
Number and Street City and State Zip Code Nuaber
Please circle the year in which you took Notehand: 1962-63; 1963-64; 1964-65; or 1965-66.
Answer ONE of the following questions and if working and going to college, anewer both:
In what college are you presently enrolled? ________
In what type of work are you presently engaged?






PLEASE POT A CHECK MARK IN THE "YES" OR "NO" COLUMN. TES NO
1. Did you develop better study habits because of taking Notehand? __ __
2. Did you learn how to listen for noteaaking? __ __
3. Did ycu learn how to read for noteaaking? __ __
4. Did you learn how to make notes in your own word*? ___ __
5. Did you learn how to organize your notes as you make the®? __ __
6. Did you learn how to use Notehand in original writing? __ __
7. Did you learn how to use notes in reviewing and preparing for examinations? ___ __
8. Did you learn how to make notes at discussions, aeetings, and conferences? __ __
Did you find the Notehand course a challenge for you? ___ __
Do you think the Notehand course should be offered before the Junior year? ___ __
Do you think that more current literature should be read to the class for
the purpose of notetaking? __ ___
Do you think there should be more lectures on which notes should be taken? __ __
13. Do you think more library research should be done?
14. Do you think the Notehand course worthwhile? __
15. Do you think the Hotehand course should be taught for two seaesters—
& full-year course instead of a one-semester course?
ARE YOU TAKING NOTES IN THE FOLLOWING INSTANCES:
16. Making a shopping list?
17. Taking down a recipe from a radio or TV program?
18. Copying directions on how to reach a location unknown to you?
19. Copying directions for homework or for doing a job?
20. Making notes of a class lecture?
21. Making notes fro® a textbook?
22. Making notes fros library research?
23. Making notes of the minutes of club meetings?
24. Making notes of lines in a play or a song?
25. Making notes for a speech or a debate?
26. Jotting down expenditures for purposes of a personal budget?
27. Making notes fro® an interview for a story?
28. Making notes from a sermon or an important speech?
29. Making notes for a book report?
30. Putting down ideas for a party or social event— menus, decorations, etc.? ~
31. Jotting down messages taken over the telephone?
IF YOU ARE A HIGH-SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDENT, PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING: ~
a. Do you feel the course in Notehand is helping you in your high-school
or college work?
b. What portion of class notes do you write in Notehand? (Answer only ONE
of the four choices.) EXTENSIVELY
SOME PORTION
ONLY BRIEF FORMS AND COMMON WORDS “
NOTHING —
c. Do you study froe your notes? *
d. Do you revise your notes and then transcribe them? ”
e. Do you recommend a course in Notehand for all college-bound student®?
PLEASE USE REVERSE SIDE FOR ANY ADDITIONAL COMMENTS,
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5850 Eiehelberger Street 







The enclosed questionnaire is being sent to the former Notehand 
studentB of Bishop DuBourg High School, as a survey is being con­
ducted to fulfill part of the requirements for a master's degree.
Kindly fill out the questionnaire because your response will 
make it possible to tabulate results of having taken a Notehand 
course.
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated, and all informa­
tion will be handled in a confidential manner. However, your name 
will be listed in the thesis as one of the respondents.
A self-addressed, stamped envelope is enclosed for your 
convenience.
Sincerely yours,




5850 KtahcSteTK**** S t mt  
St. Louis, Missouri 




City and Stats 
Dear
About three weeks ago you were mailed a questionnaire about 
an analysis being aide of former Note hand students* Op to this 
time the information has not been received* Tour questionnaire 
is needed for the successful completion of this study.
Another questionnaire is enclosed to enable you to provide 
the necessary information. Would it be possible for you to return 
this completed questionnaire within the next two weeks. Yuur 
response will be deeply appreciated.
Sincerely yours,




5850 Eichelberger Street 




City ar.d State 
Dear
Yes, those Former DuBourg Notehajnd Students did a splendid
job in replying to the questionnaire 
possible replies have been received u 
I THINK YOU ARE GREAT!
The fact is l*+7 of 1U9 
p to date— 98.6 per cent,
Indeed, I appreciate your cooperation and assume you of 
my prayers.
A Happy Thanksgiving Day is my wish to you and all your| 
loved ones.
Gratefully yours in Christ),
Sr, M, Anthony, C. PP. £
APPENDIX_Ej
October 12f 19661
Dear Homeroom Teacher)- of (Room Number));
Permission has been granted by Sister Verona for some] of yc-jr 
homeroom students to be excused immediately upon checking attendance 
on October 13. Please^have the following students report to Room 300t 
where other senior^ will also be reporting},
(NAMES OF HOMEROOM STUDENTS))
Thank you for this courtesy.
















Balota, Mary Lee (BosleaH) 
_Baltrusaitis, David
Frazier, Linda
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